
Goal: supplement mathematical toolbox with computational & numerical tools, to address a wide range of physics problems.

Also:        Understand computational methods, their advantages and their limitations
Read + write Python (and other domain-specific languages) - Tutorials + HW
Read C (and other general purpose languages) - Book + basics, examples, syntax in Lectures

Most problems do not have analytic solutions:
Generally, outside of zeroth-order assumptions and approximations○

Polynomials of order >4 ○

High-dimensional problems ○

Most ordinary differential equations (ODE)○

Most partial differential equations (PDE)○

•

Inherently difficult problems:
Nonlinear ○

Many-body ○

Multiple-scale ○

•

Introduction1.

                           

Why C?

Why computational physics? Aren't analytic math courses enough?
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Some sample problems:

Computing integrals that have no analytic solution

Finding minima in a high-dimensional phase space

Monte-Carlo simulations

What is the critical mass for Uranium fission?

Fractals, chaos

Solving non-linear ordinary differential equations 

Solving partial differential equations, e.g. the heat equation

Statistics

Inherently difficult problems:
Nonlinear ○

Many-body ○

Multiple-scale ○

BIG DATA○

•

Fully resolving physics problems (even those with analytic solutions) requires:
Testing against quantitative examples○

Comparison with real world (experimental) data○

Testing the sensitivity to assumptions○

Visualization (figures, videos, holograms…) ○

•

Auxiliary reasons:
Familiarity with present-day thinking and technology○

Development of computational algorithms and technology○

Relevance for wide range of employment venues○

•

(visualization: 3Blue1Brown)

A vendor claims that his sugar packs weigh between 1.0 and 1.1 kg with a uniform distribution. 

Four randomly sampled packs weigh {1.02, 1.03, 1.01, 1.04} kg. The vendor claims these are just 

Random fluctuations.  In what p-value can we rule out this claim? 
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Tools:
Lectures teach some C and Mathematica. Tutorials and assignments are in Python.•
Visual C, Python, Mathematica, and Matlab are installed on most BGU computers.•
Mathematica and Matlab are available within BGU campus and dorms on any mobile device through https://apps.bgu.ac.il/.•
VPN to access the above - https://in.bgu.ac.il/computing/Pages/vpn-service.aspx ).•
We mainly run Python using Google Collab or Jupyter. A more professional IDE: PyCharm. Feel free to use any workspace convenient for you. •
C codes in this course are generally short, and can be compiled online e.g. on onlineGDB, ideone.com, or codepad.org. •
You may wish to compile C on your machine, which would be faster, much more powerful, and independent of web connection. You may 
need to install a compatible free compiler. For Windows, use command-line compilation (invoke "Command Prompt" from the start button). 
You may need to install Visual Studio first. A lighter alternative is MSYS2 installation.

•

Before the course begins, we recommend refreshing your Python using some basic interactive guide ( 1, 2, 3, etc.), and becoming familiar 
with the Numpy, Scipy and Matplotlib libraries, which are used in the course.

•

A C tutorial is also available and highly recommended.•
Euler Project is a nice project that has plenty of mathematical problems you could solve only by programming, and could help you learn 
coding in a more interesting way.

•

Brownian motion?
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https://apps.bgu.ac.il/
https://in.bgu.ac.il/computing/Pages/vpn-service.aspx
https://colab.research.google.com/
https://jupyter.org/try
https://www.jetbrains.com/pycharm/
https://www.onlinegdb.com/online_c_compiler
http://www.ideone.com/
http://www.codepad.org/
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb384838.aspx
https://www.msys2.org/
https://feaforall.com/install-c-language-gcc-compiler-windows/
https://campus.datacamp.com/courses/intro-to-python-for-data-science
https://www.learnpython.org/en/Welcome
https://scipy-lectures.org/intro/
https://docs.python-guide.org/intro/learning/
https://numpy.org/devdocs/user/quickstart.html
https://www.scipy.org/getting-started.html
https://matplotlib.org/tutorials/index.html
https://www.learn-c.org/
https://projecteuler.net/archives


coding in a more interesting way.
Guido van Robot is a nice visual programming language that helps junior programmers understand the logic of coding. Recommended for 
students with no background in coding.

•

A weekly lecture (3 hours) and a weekly tutorial (2 hours).•
A weekly problem set. Submit all (except maybe one) sets on time to attend the exam.•
Submit alone or in clearly stated pairs.•
Self-grade your problem set within a week after the solutions are posted; we will sample the grades. •
Final grade: 70% exam, 30% problem sets.•
Grader.•

> 
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Harvard architecture Von-Neumann architecture

Turing Machine

CPU
regs
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Generation 1 (1GL) - Numerical machine code

Programming language: a formal language to create programs that implement algorithms.

Binary (Boolean algebra)

Decimal

Hexadecimal

…
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5MB (SAGE air defence system)

bit

Byte

kB

MB

GB

TB
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Generation 2 (2GL) - Assembly code 
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Generation 3 (3GL) - C, C++, java, Fortran, (Python?) … 

(readable, less machine specific)
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Generation 4 (4GL) - Python(?), Matlab, Mathematica, IDL, unix, SQL, Labview, …)

def main():
    """The main entry point of the program"""
    # Get the resources for the program
    with resources.path(
        "project.data", "author_book_publisher.csv"
    ) as filepath:
        data = get_data(filepath)

    # Get the number of books printed by each publisher
    books_by_publisher = get_books_by_publisher(data, ascending=False)
    for publisher, total_books in books_by_publisher.items():
        print(f"Publisher: {publisher}, total books: {total_books}")
    print()

    # Get the number of authors each publisher publishes

(more abstract, not only bytes)
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General purpose codes: C, C++, Fortran, Python, …

Domain specific codes: Matlab, Mathematica, IDL, …. , HTML, … , Latex, … Verilog, …

There are different computer language classifications.

Compiled

Interpreted 

JIT (just in time)

Garbage collected 

Manual

ARC (automatic reference counting)

Programming paradigm:

Memory management:

Code execution:

Generation 5 (OPS5, Mercury, other AI)

    # Get the number of authors each publisher publishes
    authors_by_publisher = get_authors_by_publisher(data, ascending=False)
    for publisher, total_authors in authors_by_publisher.items():
        print(f"Publisher: {publisher}, total authors: total_authors}")
    print()

   # Output hierarchical authors data
    output_author_hierarchy(data)
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CPU 

Moore's law

Parallelization

GPU

Computer evolution

Quantum computers
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Moore's (1965) law:
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Intro to C2.

First code in C:

                                       // everything after "//" is just a comment.

                                       // Don't worry about the text here in blue, it's just protocol.

#include <stdio.h>     // Necessary: include standard input/output, for printf below.

                                       // Empty lines don't mean anything.

                        // You don't need to keep indentation. 

// But if you don't, your code will be ugly.

int main(void) {                       // Standard syntax: we define a function called main. 

                                       // A block of code starts with "{" and ends with "}".

                                       // We are now in the block of code called "main".            

int j;                  // Declaration: assign memory for an integer variable called j. 

j=3;                               // Assignment: j equals 7, and will remain so until we change it. 

printf("It is now %d:30PM", j);    // Print to stdout (the standard output).

return 0;           // Report success to the calling function.

}

Can you think of a better variable name than "j"?...

First command (code fragment) in C:

printf("Hello world!");                // Everything after "//" is a comment. 

                                       // printf sends its argument to standard output.

                                       // Every line must end with ";". 

printf("Hello %d students!\n", 20);    // In printf, "%d" is replaced by an integer.  

                                       // In printf, "\n" prints a new line. 

For help and manual on C commands such as printf:

man
GNU Library - http://www.gnu.org/software/libc/manual/pdf/libc.pdf
GNU C tutorial and manual - http://www.crasseux.com/books/ctutorial/
http://www.cplusplus.com/reference/
Wikipedia
Of course, many books and online intro's.

documentation
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The above code didn't do much. How about

#include <stdio.h>         // Necessary: include standard input/output, for printf below.

int main(void) {                           // Standard syntax: we define a function called main. 

int j;                      // Declaration: assign memory for an integer variable called j. 

for (j=1;j<12;j=j+1) {                 // For loop: run j from 1 through 11.

printf("It is now %d:30PM\n", j);  // Print to stdout (the standard output).

printf("After an hour...");

}

return 0;               // Report success to the calling function.

}

Flowchart                   for loop                                     

In our case, 

Compilation:   
Compile C online using OnlineGDB or ideone.com or codepad.org.•
To compile C on your Windows machine, use command line compilation; 
you may need to install Visual Studio first.

•

Unix and Linux usually have C installed•

Unix, Linux: "gcc test1.cc" produces "a.out"
Windows 7: "gcc test1.cc" produces "a.exe"
Windows 10: "cl test1.cc" produces "a.exe"

for (int j=1;j<12;j++) {                   

printf("It is now %d:30PM\n", j); 

printf("After an hour...");

}

for (int j=1;j<12;j++)                  

printf("It is now %d:30PM\n", j); 

printf("After an hour...");

What would happen without brackets?

More sophisticated usage (advanced):

for (infected=1, R0=0.0427; infected==1000 || (healthy>10000 && R0<1.5); R0/=1.0017, infect=Advance(R0,infected))                

...

Can a for statement lead to an infinite loop?

Careful: j=2 and j==2 are two different things!
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What does the following code fragment do?

int n=4;

int result=1;

for (int m=1; m<n+1; m=m+1) 

result=result*m;

t

n m result

First programming tips:  

Use reasonable documentation

Use sensible variable names 

Use clear indentation

Be precise:
two      2     II                2;       2.0      2.0;      ☺☺      два

Always test your code fragments

Divide and conquer 

Don't panic + resistance is futile.     (D. Adams)

Can a for statement lead to an infinite loop?

cond
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Neural network demo in Mathematica (you can open Mathematica and run yourself):

Neural network teaser

Tuesday, 14 March 2023 19:15
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Chat GPT-3:
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Dalle-2
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